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A Pencil’s Life for Me 

 

PENCIL ENTERS, thinks for a beat. It DRAWS a little, talking PENGUIN. 
It waves, “HELLO.”  Pencil eyes the Penguin for a beat, HMMM… Pencil 
turns around, ERASES PENGUIN. It then DRAWS HANK HANKY…  but before he 
can get a word in, Pencil turns around, ERASES HANK. 

 

Pencil DRAWS PENCILMATE -- DING-DING-DING, there we go! Pmate 

cheerfully pops to life! He looks to the empty space next to him. He 

turns to Pencil, points to the empty space, his eyebrows jumping up 

and down. Pencil perks up, oh of course! Pencil DRAWS MINI-PENCILMATE 

in the empty space. Pmate’s eyes widen, jaw drops. He frowns, sulks. 

He turns to Pencil, blows a raspberry. Mini takes offense to Pmate’s 

discontent, starts shouting at Pmate angrily. Pmate shouts back, 

until their fight escalates to a furious exchange of sissy-slaps! 

Pencil hops in place before reaching between the feuding boys, slides 

Pmate away from Mini. Pmate looks to Pencil, points to the empty 

space between him and Mini more aggressively. He then mimics a 

feminine pose, whistling a cat-call. Pencil perks up, I understand! 

It reaches to the empty space, DRAWS PENCILMISS, much to Pmate’s 

delight! Pmiss looks over to Pmate, frowns. She looks to Pencil, 

blowing a raspberry. Greatly offended, Pmate shouts at Pmiss. She 

shouts back, repeating the same fight as before. Mini joins in the 

shouting as he makes his way over just in time for the trio to 

exchange more sissy-slaps. Pencil’s nib sinks, then Pencil EXITS as 

the three complainers lunge at each other, forming a DUST CLOUD as 

they fight…  

 

PAGE FLIP: BIG GUY and GRANNY are LIFTING WEIGHTS together, an 

assortment of WEIGHTS AND EQUIPMENT surrounding them. Big Guy is 

proudly pumping a 50 LBS. weight, while Granny is drooping with 
discouragement, lifting her measly 5 LBS. weight. PENCIL ENTERS, 
assessing the situation. Granny looks to Big Guy, then sighs. Pencil 

ponders for a beat, then LIGHTBULB! It has an idea! Pencil reaches 

over to Granny’s weight, DRAWS A ZERO, CHANGING IT FROM “ 5 LBS.” TO 
“ 50 LBS.” Unaffected by the change, Granny’s jaw drops in 
astonishment! Big Guy double-takes as Granny keeps pumping away. He 

frowns, grumbles. He releases one hand from his weight, whistles to 

Pencil through his fingers, then points to the number on his own 

weight. Pencil hops back a bit, a BEAD OF SWEAT FADING IN over the 
shaft.  Big Guy signals again. Pencil reluctantly reaches over to Big 
Guy’s weight, DRAWS A ZERO, CHANGING IT FROM “ 50 LBS.” TO “ 500 LBS.” 
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Almost immediately, Big Guy struggles to keep the weight lifted over 

his head, his limbs rattling, face shriveling, forehead dripping with 

sweat! Then… WAM! The weight sends Big Guy STRAIGHT THROUGH THE 

FLOOR! Pencil flinches as Granny reacts, still pumping away. Looking 

at the weight resting over the HOLE in the ground, Granny expresses 

great sympathy, AWWW… She then turns to face Pencil, scolding it, 

wags a finger at it with a free hand (still pumping that weight with 

the other!). Pencil twitches as if trying to respond, then simply 

sinks its nib in defeat. Pencil EXITS. Granny lets out a disappointed 

HMPH as she continues her routine… 

 

PAGE FLIP: PENCIL ENTERS. We follow as it hurries along a BLANK PAGE, 

letting out an exasperated sigh… Then, Pencil stops. It looks around, 

then turns the other way, observes the whole area. Pencil is alone. 

It turns back around, looks upward as it ponders. It DRAWS a LITTLE 

STAR. The Star suddenly SHINES with life, rocking back and forth like 

a cog! Pencil watches it for a beat, then DRAWS LITTLE CIRCLES in 

various places, which all repeatedly EXPAND AND CONTRACT like bubbles 

in spontaneous order. Pencil’s really feeling it now… We follow as it 

rockets forward, DRAWING A CONTINUOUS LINE across the paper! Pencil 

begins rising and sinking, causing the LINE TO MAKE WAVES, THEN 

ZIG-ZAGS as it CHANGES COLORS. We stop as Pencil finishes the LINE 

O.S. It RE-ENTERS as the LINE starts moving and swaying on its own! 

Pencil ADDS MORE SHAPES AND DESIGNS OF DIFFERENT SIZES AND COLORS to 

the Page, everything coming to life in place as if moving parts of an 

amusement park ride! Pencil ADDS MORE AND MORE, until the Page is 

full of life and color! Pencil admires its masterpiece for a few 

moments -- 

 

EVERYTHING SUDDENLY HALTS to the sounds of PMATE AND PMISS GRIPING 

O.S. They ENTER, still arguing and shouting, pointing and shaking 

fists. They stop, turn away from each other, pouting and sulking. 

Pmate leans on a STAR Pencil has drawn, causing it to DROOP AND WARP. 

He looks to Pencil, thumbing over his shoulder at Pmiss as he scoffs 

and rolls his eyes. Pmiss folds her arms as she kicks over a CIRCLE 

DRAWING in front of her. FIZZLES appear over Pencil’s head. Just as 

it moves in on Pmate and Pmiss, BIG GUY interrupts as he ENTERS, 

tossing a gleeful MINI up and down a few times. In mid-toss, Mini 

gets caught on a TRIANGLE high up on the Page. Mini wails and screams 

in a panic. Big Guy looks around frantically, then starts picking up 

nearby SHAPES to throw at Mini to get him down. Then, GRANNY HOPS IN, 

wearing a HEADBAND and still pumping her WEIGHT. Feeling the burn, 

she tosses the WEIGHT O.S., then starts performing karate moves! She 



eventually KICKS down some SHAPES and PUNCHES HOLES in the wall. 

Pmate and Pmiss begin to argue again, flicking DOODLES at each other, 

as Big Guy picks up one last SHAPE and hits the Triangle holding Mini 

hostage, causing both it and Mini to come crashing down, bringing 

SEVERAL OTHER DOODLES with them! Granny continues destroying her area 

with her sweet moves. During the commotion, TALL GUY WANDERS IN. He 

double-takes at the sight of the Page, puts his hand to his mouth. He 

reaches O.S., pulls in a MOP. Starts SWABBING away DOODLES AND SHAPES 

in his proximity…  

 

Pencil gradually rattles more violently as it reaches the end of its 

fuse, then SCRIBBLES OUT OF CONTROL, covering the Page in DUST! Once 

it clears, we see the ARTWORK HAS VANISHED, and the Page has THICK, 

BLACK SCRATCHES AND SCRIBBLES in various places. EVERYONE is now 

trapped and crammed within a CUBE. They all react to their 

predicament, then push and shove, trying to escape. Realizing their 

fate, they all look to Pencil, shouting and bickering! Enough is 

enough -- Pencil WHIPS AROUND, brandishing its ERASER. Everyone 

gasps! As Pencil inches towards them, a FACTORY WHISTLE SOUNDS O.S. 

as a PUFF OF STEAM blows in from the edge of the Page. 

 

Pencil suddenly stops, TWIRLS THE NIB BACK IN. Everyone in the Cube 

mumbles in confusion. Pencil passes the Cube by, SCROLLING THEM OUT 

and SCROLLING IN a SMALL BREAK ROOM TABLE, a HAT RACK HOLDING A 

FEDORA, and a TIME PUNCH, CLOCK, AND FACTORY WHISTLE against the 

invisible wall, accompanied by a CUBBY OF TIME CARDS. Pencil stabs a 

TIME CARD, moves it under the Punch, KU-CHUNK! Pencil puts the Time 

Card back in its CUBBY, then SCOOPS the FEDORA on. It turns around 

and makes its way out of the breakroom, SCROLLING IT OUT and 

SCROLLING THE CUBE BACK IN. We stop with Pencil as it reaches the 

edge of the screen, then stops to turn around. It DRAWS 

“PENCILMATION” across the center, then TIPS ITS HAT.  Pencil EXITS, 
leaving everyone disgruntled within the Cube. Pmate shoves Mini’s 

hand out of his face. 
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